The growth of world economic and increasing of trading in most of countries has impact to the number of containers export and import between countries. Some of container terminal is very busy to handle high volume of container movement. Conventional operational procedures have difficulties to handle containers movement then make slow and some issues in terminal operation for container clearance. This paper discus on proposing new algorithm to the current container terminal management system used RFID technology for fast processing and clearance. Container Terminal Management System (CTMS) is a system for port management and interface to the RFID system that used to identify container e-seal, truck and driver identity. Lack of communication and interfacing protocol made slow response during request or reply of message to the gate operator. Proposed algorithm with new procedure of request to CTMS made faster response and avoid inaccuracy of detecting container e-seal. Results of implementation new algorithm have improved to the productivity and efficiency of container terminal. Testing and implementation of this proposed system conducted in a private container terminal in Malaysia. 
INTRODUCTION
Container terminal is one of the ports used by freight forwarder to deliver goods, most of suppliers used container to sending product to the customer. A container terminal normally to serve international cargo and sea freight is the busiest terminal for container export/import. Number of world trading keeps increasing every year, some of container port out of capacity to handle container movement export and import or transshipments. Global container trade is projected to grow by 5.6 % in 2015, driven among others by improved prospects for mainline East-West trade. Shipping lines is carry estimate 52 % from total container in global trade by seaborne according by United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 2014 data [1] , this because of more goods and product to be send such as fruit, meat, fish, etc and development of world trading. The use of technology in container terminal operations gives satisfaction to the customer or owner of container that can be trace almost anywhere at any time.
Implementation of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) into the container terminal operation system and RFID technology have been done for some of container ports in the world a few years ago, the use of technology in terminal operation gives efficiency and saving operational cost. Some issues are still facing and need further continuous improvement to achieve smooth operational system. Today, most of container ports in the world using ICT in operational system, some of ports equipped with RFID technology in order to capture container e-seal, according to the world shipping council top 20 container ports using RFID technology for container tagging [2] . Linkage of each terminal to others container terminal that use same technology make more efficient and fast in clearance, thus all parties are advises to do standardization and use same technology in order to match the system. In future, the trend is all ICT bases for container terminal operation system to support and secure to handle container.
Previous research works have been discussed on the use of ICT and RFID technology into container terminal management system for efficient and faster operational procedure also to improve of productivity in terminal operation. Establishment of Containers Terminal Management System (TCMS) based on RFID technology, proposed container management system consists of three main aspects: tracing, scheduling, allocation, and distribution during transportation; RFID database and Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). Result shows be able on real-time management into reality by the containers' information transmitted to a public platform [3] . Implementation of RFID technology in Jebel Ali Port United Arab Emirates (UAE) in order to increase reliability and efficiency of port operational as discussed on [4] . Each of container where tagged by RFID tag that can help in real-time identification and tracking of containers. The authors focused on tagging of container for tracking and identification for fast to find container and avoid human error and also security aspect when container sending out of container port area.
Application of Information Technology (IT) into the container terminal as discussed, where case investigation used pervasive computing technologies of RFID for Real Time Locating System (RTLS) and also mesh network for container terminal efficiency. Main objective of the report is to locate container location based on RFID tag at container [5] . In this report [6] proposed on Container Security Initiative (CSI) of the Electronic Container Seal (E-Seal), the basic technical features of active RFID systems are described and linked to the practical applications. Author mentions the applicable of the use E-Seal but never mention on specific implementation on container terminal.
In others work related the container management system are presented, moreover paper discussed on the use of RFID technology in container terminal for tracking and allocation of container in yard area and also the used of RFID technology for container traceability [7] [8] [9] . Algorithm and scheduling of container planning is discussed and simulation of optimization container clearance in temporary place or storage in yard area to achieve faster container movement, another paper also discussed on integration and optimization of container scheduling used Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) in container terminal [10] [11] [12] [13] . The used of RFID technology in container terminal because of advantages of that technology in order to capture multiple information in many objects, high throughput of RFID reader and anti collision protocol and algorithm as discussed, emerging of EPC global network and RFID technology for privacy of information and sensor tag middleware for container monitoring in logistics port system [14] [15] [16] [17] .
RFID SYSTEM IN CONTAINER TERMINAL
Proposed implementation of ICT system in a container terminal is done at a container port, the terminal service mostly for container export and import of goods because the terminal is located in country border area. Figure 1 shows picture taken at container terminal gate-in for receiving container to send to yard area or holding area then send to vessel for export. Gate-in container terminal has 6 lanes and implementation of ICT system with RFID technology into port operation expected to solve or overcome current issues that currently facing. The used of Information Technology (IT) is currently operating in planning department for container plan, management, and registration. System called Container Terminal Management System (CTMS) to serve for container planning, arrangement, storage in yard area and also planning for loading in vessel including container registration and request pick-up for forwarder agent. Development and extension of current ICT system to terminal gate for container clearance is very high impact in operational system. Implementation of system is to follow standardization that have been implemented in other ports worldwide then be able to overcome and solve some issues in operation such as:  Reduce long queue at gate-in or receiving area.  Real time update of container information into system, once RFID tagged at container to enter receiving gate.  Improve efficiency of container clearance and real time authentication at receiving gate-in.  Reduce manpower and operation staff.  Provide real time visibility of container status.  Improve customer service by fast clearance at receiving.  Improve security of container by using e-seal. Current operational procedure in receiving container at gate-in take much times because many step that need to perform by truck driver and pass the document manually which need to go to container receiving office (booth). Figure 2 shows example of a lane that normally used by truck driver to process container in order to pass to yard area or unloading bay. Once truck arrived and parking on weight balance then truck driver go down to unlock container as in figure 2 shown indicate number 1, after that continue unlock all the container from chassis to make sure when container picking-up by Rubber Tires Gantry (RTG) crane is freely. All the process to unlock until number 6 normally take average 100 seconds for back to back or double 20 footer container and 80 seconds for single container either 20 footer or 40 footer. Next procedure is number 7 to give gate pass from forwarder office to container staff then key-in into system, all the information such as driver name by shows Identity Card (ID), truck or vehicle registration number, tally all the information, weight checking confirmation and check cargo. Beside that another staff outside the office to check container physically to make sure seal bolt is in good condition, container never tampered or leakage, after everything is done then officer will conform and print a ticket for information of unloading area at Rubber Tire Gantry (RTG) crane. If anyone of information or physical condition of container is fail or overweight and also some cases no pre-advise registration been done by forwarder then the officer instruct truck or cargo to be hold by reverse and park at holding area until everything is matching. Average complete processing time is 3-4 minutes, especially for back to back container officer need to check and key double container information into CTMS system. 
PROPOSED NEW RFID ALGORITHM
Proposed RFID system in container terminal operation used active tag type (e-seal) which ability for metallic and hazard environment as typical in container terminal. RFID active tag is powered by a battery that can be used as a partial or complete source of power for the tag's circuitry. Some active tag battery capable for replaceable of several years of use, and some others are sealed unit that difficult to replaceable and prepare for one cycle use. A single active RFID reader is able to read the information and collect the data from the tag more than one hundred of tags, also be able to read the tag in speed up to 100 kilometers/hour. Active tags memory have much larger data storage and transmit or receive capacities, and also able to equipped by others sensor such as temperature, humidity, vibration, and pressure [18] .
RFID middleware as function to serve client which is gate checker tablet, then received information from RFID readers and sensor to process and verify to CTMS system. Initial testing middleware received many information which tags ID and e-seal ID with container number, then middleware unable to verify tags ID belong to which lane (multiple lanes testing). Thus, some adjusting and fine tuning RFID reader gives result middleware can be identify tags ID come from which lane. Testing and trial continue and another issues is too many unnecessary data because reader keep reading and sending data to middleware although there is no vehicle or truck go into container receiving lane (tags belong people or others pass thru the area). The solutions is by filtering and clearing buffer data on the middleware is required to avoid dumping data for next transaction of container clearance, beside that an algorithm is proposed to enhancement data processing for smooth and fast processing time.
Messaging structure and flow between RFID middleware and CTMS is implementing in order to achieve effective communication and fast processing because CTMS as central database for container terminal also serve information to other parties. RFID middleware messaging also for communication to gate checker, initial request is from gate checker according lane number in gate-in. All messaging are ASCIIbased, with START and END delimiters. The middle token is presumed to represent EMPTY or NULL or NON-APPLICABLE fields. Table 1 shows token code and symbol for communication both systems. The Gate Checker initiates ALL transactions with the RFID middleware software interface. Only four (4) messages are applicable to the RFID interface software, these are messages R01, R04, CK and CK8. Figure 3 shows a flowchart of complete algorithm in RFID middleware to process data from RFID reader in multiple lanes [19] .
Algorithm shows RFID reader only start when get instruction or command from photoelectric sensor, then sensor activated if any truck is coming (sensor adjusted to detect only truck with high level setting). Once gate checker request indicated in which lanes then middleware reply tags ID driver and vehicle, in this step gate checker may request in different time thus dotted lines on flowchart indicated gate checker request in different time in example, but middleware keep data in buffer until complete transaction, in this step active RFID reader start retrieve information for e-seal. If middleware received information from RFID reader then reply by acknowledgment that information is received, verification of driver, vehicle, eseal and container number need to be done on CTMS system because middleware does not keep any database. Once information is tally to the pre-registration that input by forwarding agent then middleware send message to gate checker for validation and confirmation else a pop-up message send as "Driver and Truck ID Not Found". If everything is fine including container checking and inspection then gate checker confirmation transactions and a ticket print out for driver direction information. Second photoelectric sensor at the back of lane is to stop RFID reading and close for this transaction once is activated. The algorithm has more advantages compare than basic redundancy filtering algorithm in data filtering. The common problems in the RFID system is solved after the e-seal data is processed by improved noise redundancy filtering algorithm and the data filtering algorithm based system token on table. The adaptive operator and time window are introduced in this testing on the basis of basic noise filtering algorithm. The window of the adaptive noise filtering algorithm is put in forward [20] . 
EVALUATION RESULTS
Initial testing of proposed the use ICT and RFID technology in container terminal conduct at container receiving gate-in, configuration and architecture of hardware and complete network also communication to container terminal system. Testing have been done by placing driver and vehicle tag on truck then e-seal at the back of container, in this initial stage all tags and e-seal used passive type and single lane of container receiving, results obtain is RFID reader achieve to capture of RFID tag ID and information with RFID reader power transmits set to maximum. Second stage of testing is with multiple lanes to check reading performance of RFID reader which is lane-3 and 4 that very close to each other. The use of e-seal with active RFID type for better reading performance as currently used in Shanghai Port which is e-seal with 2.4 GHz, where every protocols and interfaces used same standard that expected this e-seal can be reads by Shanghai Port RFID system then system able to communicate for better service to customers and also to promote the use of RFID e-seal to others container terminal worldwide. The design of active RFID e-seal is similar to the design of mechanical container seal with bolt to lock and this eseal has sensor, once seal is unplug or open without authorize there is tampered record in the e-seal. Testing on active RFID e-seal does not many issues because active RFID can read in longer range but some additional equipment for active RFID reader. This version of e-seal as final for this implementation and results shows performance of container clearance is better and great improvement.
RFID middleware as function to serve client which is gate checker, then received information from RFID readers and sensor to process and verify to CTMS system. In initial testing, middleware received many information which is tags ID and e-seal ID with container number, then middleware unable to verify tags belong to which lane (multiple lanes testing). Thus, some adjustment and fine tuning of RFID reader give results that middleware can be identify tags ID come from which lane. Testing continues and another issue facing is too many unnecessary data because reader keep reading and sending data to middleware, although there is no vehicle or truck in receiving lane (tags belong to others pass thru the area). This issue solve by limit the time of reading RFID reader but system cannot recognize whether truck on the lane or not, thus this step need involve in hardware system by install photoelectric sensor in front and end of lane for start and stop reading of RFID reader. Clearance (processing) time data are taken from several container come into the lane with several type of container such as 20 foot, 40 foot and double 20 foot container. Table 2 shows the results of container clearance time between previous manual procedure to new procedure with ICT and RFID system. Results shows very great enhancement and time saving compare to previously, in previous procedure average clearance time is 248.1 second (+/-4 minutes) and new procedure average time is 57 (+/-1 minute) second or enhancement up to 77 % time saving. Currently, most of container terminal operation is based on manual or semi-automation system that employs ICT technology to assist in operation. Although in some of terminal has introduced ICT technology in operation but yet implement proper procedure and software management (algorithm) thus operation still not achieve in optimum productivity. Proposed new technology and algorithm in order to improve container terminal operation has a tremendous results and improvement in term of time and productivity. As shows in table 2 comparison between previous process time and new processing time, the others impact by introduced ICT technology in terminal operations is smart terminal operation. Table 3 shows a comparison current procedure in container terminal operation to new proposed system in various effects and improve productivity and efficiency. 
CONCLUSION
New algorithms for effective operation in container terminal have been implemnted into RFID middleware. RFID equipmennts are installed at gate-in of container receiving area, every container registered with e-seal will capture by RFID reader the information inside e-seal will send to middleware then CTMS for verification. Several testing and trial have been conducted to find best position and location of RFID equipments, and the best position fixed at container receiving site and RFID equipments installed for every lanes, one set for each lane. Proposed new algorithm assits RFID middleware software to select necessary data is very important for effective processing time. Filtering process of e-seal ID and shipment information before sending to middleware and CTMS to avoid noise data received by middleware is controlled by proposed new algorithm. Results shows great improvements and fast processing time of RFID system and no more noise or unused data received on middleware. In overal impact to the container terminal system are reduce truck and waiting queue at receiving area and improve productivity of container terminal. Customer satisfaction is one of the benefits to introduce this system to the container terminal and future enhancement to improve other parts that posibility to increasing for efficiency in container terminal operation.
